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Just to follow-up on the Local Energy Solutions Conference, I wanted to create a place for people
to chat about the conference now that it is over. Yankee, Balogh and Interloafer may grace us
with another post or two about it, but it might take a few days since they couldn't liveblog it as we
had originally hoped.

And congrats to the NYC Peak Oil Meet-up Group for putting on the conference and getting such
a great group of speakers together.

Because of a work trip and the anti-war protest, I actually only got to see Steve Strong speak and
he gave an excellent talk on solar, which based on his talk seems to have very good potential to
serve a niche for residential and some commercial electrical needs. It's by no means the 100%
solution, but it's poised for high growth and capable of making a significant difference for certain
niches. I left feeling very good about my solar stocks -ESLR, XSNX, and SPWR!

I liked how he discussed ways of incorporating solar not just into new constructions and
retrofitting older structures to not only generate solar energy but how important it is to reduce
the electric load of a building. Unfortunately he ran way over so I had to duck out before he
concluded.

That night Yankee, Super G, Balogh, Interloafer, FutureBird and I had dinner (Three veggie, Two
chicken and one steak!)and more than a few drinks. We all learned about each other's day jobs. It
was a great discussion and there was a lot of laughter despite the grim topic we all blog about.

Balogh gave us his take on the views of his neighbors Upstate, which is much closer to the average
American's since they drive most places - these are the people Schumer is pandering to.  We
talked about whether NYC will get smaller or bigger as peak oil unfolds - we largely agreed that
the places with good ports and rail access will be best off, but the suburbs need a serious retrofit
in zoning (moving commerical closer to residential) and installing light rail in order to have a shot.
We did agree that Manhattan would probably have to build a wall to hold out the water from
global warming, but that other less dense places in the US and poorer areas outside the US would
get flooded. Unfortunately we did not decide to start an intentional community, prefering instead
to retreat to our parent's houses if TSHTF quickly.

Please post any transcripts or audio that exist. Feel free to post any other materials here as well.

Here's all that I have found so far:
Mike Ruppert's Most Important Speech of his Life.

Matt Savinar
articulate look at the psychology of survival related to Peak Oil.

Please send me others as you find them.
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